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By The Editors Make

O Reilly Media, Inc, USA, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. MAKE magazine s special Schools Out! issue features over 50 projects to make and is
photographed in 3D with glasses bound inside. The issue is jam-packed with original (and thrilling!)
activities photographed in 3D. 50+ projects include electronics, music, 3D printing, toys, snacks,
weird science, outdoors, and much more. The projects are divided into popular categories
including Combat, Outdoors, Rainy Day, Craft, Music, Pranks, Electronics, and Weird Science. Maker
Faire alum Barry Rothstein photographed the 3D issue with his own homemade 3D rig. 3D glasses
are bound into every issue, and Some of the featured projects rendered in 3D include: Shooting 3D
movies and photosBuilding a marshmallow shooterInstalling a backyard zip lineMaking chocolate
banana popsSilk-screening wearablesMaking a cigar box guitar.
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A brand new e book with an all new standpoint. it was actually writtern very properly and beneficial. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of studying
a composed publication.
-- Esper a nz a  Pollich-- Esper a nz a  Pollich

This is actually the very best publication i have read through till now. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the pdf. You can
expect to like just how the article writer compose this pdf.
-- Ms. Elinor e Wintheiser-- Ms. Elinor e Wintheiser
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